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Home › Baby Brands › Maxi-Cosi › Maxi Cosi Mico AP Top Tether Strap Description Additional information Shipping Disclaimer Reviews (0) The Maxi Cosi Mico AP Top Tether Strap is suitable for use with Maxi-Cosi Baby Capsules: Citi, Mico AP and Mico Plus capsules. The strap consists of a double hook: one end connects to the anchor point of the
vehicle and the other hook connects to the lower tether strap of the baby capsule. This upper anchorage strap is perfect for those who have misplaced their original tether strap, or who would like another tether strap for a second vehicle. The strap features an adjustment mechanism for loosening and tightening the strap. It comes with its own handy
bag for easy store-away of any excess strapping, to keep the strap neat and contained in your vehicle. We do not have stock levels on our website and when you place your order it may be in or out of stock. Most items are usually in stock your order will be dispatched within 48 hours and delivered within 3-10 working days depending on your location.
If your item is out of stock we will contact you via email advising you of this and the options available to you. Our suppliers can also run out of stock and sometimes this causes unexpected further delays. If you are ordering furniture, some suppliers only make to order and this may take up to 20 weeks to arrive. Some larger furniture items are pick up
in stores only. My husband and I attempted to instal the capsule in my car today and found the base was not very secure. We have done everything the manual said to do but find the base would move from side to side very easily. Has anyone got this capsule and found it does this? Any tips for keeping it put? Are you sure you want to delete?
This Maxi Cosi Mico AP Baby Capsule is the latest Australian model. It is a world famous Baby Capsule. The Maxi Cosi Mico AP has been modified to meet and exceed the Australian Safety Standards and is fully certified. The Maxi Cosi Mico Fabrics are soft and comfy, yet practical.The new model of the Maxi Cosi Mico Baby Capsule also offers the
revolutionary Air Protect Technology for maximum side impact protection of your little one.It comes in several great colour combinations to suit any vehicle’s interior.The New Maxi Cosi Mico AP Boasts ‘Cool Baby’ wicking fabric. This unique fabric (exclusive to Maxi Cosi) draws moisture away from your baby’s skin making your child more
comfortable in summer months. This allows air to flow in and keeps baby cool and comfortable.On Top of this, there is a Flip-out visor on the canopy of the Maxi Cosi mico AP for extra UV protection when needed!The Maxi-Cosi Mico AP is compatible with all good quality prams and strollers to make the complete travel system including Quinny, MaxiCosi, Silver Cross, Mamas & Papas, Bugaboo, Joolz, Stokke, nuna and more! Check the details of your pram to confirm compatibility.Maxi Cosi Mico FeaturesWith ‘Air Protect Revolutionary Side Impact Technology™’ to shield your child’s head from impact. For more info, see the video and information below.‘Cool Baby’ wicking fabric. The unique
fabric (which is exclusive to Maxi Cosi) draws moisture away from your baby’s skin. This allows the air to flow in and keeps baby cool and comfortable.Adjustable base gives quick, easy and secure installation every time.Luxurious machine washable cover.Includes Cozi-Dozi™ infant support for smaller babies.Padded belt mates provide better
comfort.Premium fabrics and padding for a more comfy ride.Built In canopy, always on hand and easy to store.Flip-out visor on canopy for extra protection when needed.Includes a convenient stay-in-car adjustable base.Ergonomically designed reinforced carry handle giving you better comfort.Adjustable 5-point safety harness and tether
strap.Adapters for many other premium strollers available from the stroller manufacturerSuitable from Newborn to approx. 6 months old or until infant’s shoulders reach the upper height marker.Dimensions of product assembled: 41W x 69DH x 45H cm.Weight of product: 4.3 kg (Carrier) 4.1 kg (Base).Like all maxi cosi products, this baby capsule
comes with a Lifetime Warranty! All you need to do is register the purchase within 3 months of your purchase!Maxi Cosi Mico Infant Carrier Accessories:Head hugger.Removable canopy.Shoulder harness protectors.Car crashes involving side impact collisions are deadly and are frighteningly common on Australian roads. Children of all ages involved
in side impact collisions are at risk of head injury and fatality. Air Protect increases side impact protection when compared to baby capsules without this technology.About Air Protect™How does Air Protect work in a real life accident?Air Protect offers another layer of defence in a side impact crash. Through the precise release of air, Air Protect
compresses and shields children further from side impact intrusion. This action instantly reduces crash forces at the most critical spot, around a child’s head. Air Protect does this by extending ride-down which is the amount of time it takes to slow a child’s movement in a crash.Maxi Cosi Car Seat Protector Mat.Maxi Cosi Infant Carrier Rain
Cover. Maxi Cosi Infant Carrier Base. Maxi Cosi Mico AP Devoted BlackPlease note: ISOGO Model is ONLY available in Devoted Black and is an additional cost – All Other Colours are NON ISOGO Only.Accident Exchange ServiceIn the event of a car accident, your Maxi-Cosi child restraint may have unseen damage from crash forces. The Maxi-Cosi
Accident Exchange Service offers new for old Maxi-Cosi child restraint replacement in the event of an accident. This gives you peace of mind knowing your child is correctly protected. One less thing to worry about during this stressful time.What do you need to do?Download Maxi-Cosi Accident Exchange Form, complete and send it within 31 days of
the accident to: customerservice@dorel.com.au or the mail address provided in the form.Make sure you have an official police report or insurance claim¹ to submit with your completed Maxi-Cosi Accident Exchange Form.All required documentation must first be submitted via email in order to arrange collection of your damaged child
restraint.Dorel will deliver by mail a new comparable child restraint to make sure your child can travel safely. The Maxi-Cosi Mico AP infant seat. By the time we were expecting baby number three, we’d already gotten rid of all of our baby stuff—it’d been six years since the last one already—so we inherited a lot of hand-me-down clothes and
equipment from friends and family. The car seat we got was a Maxi-Cosi (I believe it’s the “Mico” seat), with the base that you could leave in the car. It worked all right, but the one thing we always had trouble with was the release for the base. The release handle was actually on the base itself, so you had to pull that out while lifting the seat with one
hand—which gets more challenging the heavier the baby gets. Maxi-Cosi has a new version now called the Mico AP, and they sent me a sample to try it out and compare to the older model. The new model has the release on the car seat. Perhaps the biggest improvement on the Mico AP seat is the placement of the release handle. Now the release
handle is on the seat itself, so you can use both hands to lift the seat out of the base while pulling the release. That’s not unique to the Mico AP, of course—I know the car seats I used for my first two kids functioned like this, too—but it’s definitely an improvement over the original Mico. Hard foam on the back of the seat, and a spongier foam on the
sides. (Do not remove!) The seat comes with an insert for newborns that helps support the head and neck, but since our girl is already four months old we didn’t need that. The seat feels pretty cushy, and there’s extra cushioning on the sides next to the head for side impact protection, too. The side cushions are more of a spongy foam with a plastic
cover—it’s softer than the standard foam on the back and bottom and has a little more give to it. Most car seats have this hard white foam under the cover—our older kids graduated to Britax Marathons when they were toddlers and it’s the same stuff there. But the side cushions are what put the AP in the name: the Air Protect side impact pads are
meant to provide a better protection for baby’s head than the usual hard foam. While I’ve no intention of giving it a real-life test on my four-month-old, it certainly seems like a better option. The two-piece buckle. Another thing I like better with the new seat is the buckle. With the older model, you had to first overlap the two sides of the buckle and
then click it all in together—and if one side slipped, then you couldn’t get it to latch. This one is two separate buckles, so you can do each side separately, and it’s a lot easier to secure. Again, this is a feature that isn’t unique to Maxi-Cosi, but definitely something I recommend when you’re shopping for car seats. The base can be attached using the
LATCH system or a seat belt. The base has a height adjustment so that you can get the car seat angled correctly when it’s installed. It has a strap with buckles that works with the LATCH anchors if you have those, or you can install it using the seat belts. One nice touch on this base is the spots to attach the LATCH buckles when they’re not in use, so
the strap doesn’t dangle or slide out. I’ve also used the car seat without the base, just securing it with the seat belt, and it works fairly easily. We had some friends visiting this week who had a different brand, and the seat belt anchors were actually under the fabric cover, so you had to undo the cover partially in order to install the seat. I think most
manufacturers put the seat belt anchors on the outside. My baby seems to like this car seat—at least for now. We’ve been using the new Mico AP seat for a couple weeks now, and my daughter seems to like it better than the old one. The fabric and cushioning are noticeably softer than the older model—there seems to be more padding in the cover
itself—and I think that makes it more comfy for her. That said, she still spends a lot of time screaming while she’s strapped in, so it’s nice that the seat is fairly light. Without the base, the seat is about 8 and a half pounds—Maxi-Cosi says it’s the lightest in its class, though I admit I don’t know exactly how these “classes” are defined. It’s still nice to
attach it to a stroller, of course—the Mico AP automatically attaches to the Maxi-Cosi or Quinny strollers, but various other strollers have adapters that will work with this seat as well. There are only two things that bug me about the seat. One is that little flap that goes behind the buckle—it’s just some extra padding. It has some wings that are meant
to hold it in place, but they keep slipping out of the seat cover and then the flap gets in the way of the buckle. The other is that the strap used to cinch up the shoulder straps doesn’t seem to slide smoothly—it would be nice if I could loosen the straps, buckle the baby in, and then cinch it up tight. But it takes several small tugs to cinch the straps up,
so I usually just end up buckling her in with the straps already fairly tight. I know I’ve used other car seats where that tightening strap glides a little more easily. Overall, though, it’s a pretty nice car seat. At $200 retail, it’s a bit pricier than the Mico and on the higher end of car seats from what I can tell. If you’ve got a stroller that works with it,
though, it’s a good seat that won’t break your back when you’re carrying it. Of course, I can’t make any guarantees about the weight of your baby. For more info, check out the Maxi-Cosi website. Thanks to Maxi-Cosi for providing a sample for review. Liked it? Take a second to support GeekDad and GeekMom on Patreon!
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